
PREMIER LED SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL HORTICULTURE



ALL FOR LIGHT AND LIFE 

We’re on a mission to improve the interaction between light and life to yield a healthier and more sustainable 

world. We apply the latest research in photobiology, evidence-based design, precise engineering and advanced 

technology to create intelligent lighting solutions for controlled environment commercial crop production. 

With Fluence, indoor and greenhouse cultivators can take advantage of bigger, higher quality yields and lower 

operating costs with consistent year-round production. Using targeted light spectrums tailored to optimize 

a plant’s growth at every stage of development, Fluence LEDs use far less energy and space than legacy 

systems. That means more revenue per square foot for your grow operation.

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR SUCCESS
 

Everything we do is designed to grow your business. The ability to provide optimal light year-round creates a 

more predictable revenue stream, while higher quality commands a higher margin. 
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THE SUPPORT YOU NEED TO THRIVE
 

Having the best products is just one piece of the puzzle. It takes a holistic view of your entire system to ensure 

success. So we don’t just make a sale, we form a partnership to help improve your entire operation. Whether 

you’re growing leafy greens in a sophisticated greenhouse, cannabis in a cutting-edge indoor farm or selling 

horticulture supplies and equipment, our team is here to ensure you have the right product and resources to 

enable you to plan better, grow smarter and profit more.

EDUCATE 

From your first call with a Fluence Horticulture System Specialist to your final harvest of 

the year,  we’re with you every step of the way. Our specialists are trained in all aspects of 

controlled environment agriculture – from integrated pest management and plant-process 

flow to measuring and adjusting your electrical conductivity. 

EMPOWER 

We take pride in working with our customers to help them realize the full potential of our 

lighting solutions. That’s why we offer a range of services at no cost. From lighting designs 

and cultivation support to key metrics and analytics, we can help you save money while 

improving the efficiency of your operations. 

CONNECT

Our ever-increasing network of growers, system engineers, professional services, commercial 

agriculture providers and researchers all share their knowledge and resources to help grow 

your business no matter what stage you are in. Together we all grow stronger.



EVIDENCE-BASED DESIGN

PHYSIOSPEC INDOORTM

We deliver a full-cycle broad spectrum 

optimized for rapid growth and complete 

plant development. Tailored for growing 

plants in indoor environments from 

initiation to senescence, including 

germination, clones/cuttings, mothers, 

vegetative and flowering applications.

OUR SUPERIOR SPECTRAL POWER

 

Our wavelengths are tailored for particular photomorphogenic responses, photoperiodic signals, chlorophyll 

A and B absorption, xanthophyll carotenoid pigments, and anthocyanin accumulation in plant tissue, along 

with unknown photoreceptors. PhysioSpec Greenhouse™ is an enriched spectrum with a higher amount of 

blue photons in the 400-500nm range, which are used to affect plant stretch induced by the far red radiation. 

Compare how PhysioSpec Greenhouse™ compares to the legacy technology of Ceramic Metal Halide and High 

Pressure Sodium below.

DEDICATED TO RESEARCH

 

Our ability to harness and control light with advancements in LED technology is driving a new wave of research 

in photobiology. Fluence scientists study light-mediated plant responses by examining how light quality and 

intensity impact overall plant physiology, including the chemical composition of secondary metabolites.

Our research team also partners with industry leaders for a greater understanding of photobiology and plant 

growth, and development that spans all sectors of horticulture. Additionally, through partnerships with academic 

researchers, our technology enables discovery in other areas of horticulture at large.
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MULTI-FORM FACTOR SOLUTION FOR 

VERTICAL FARMS

The SPYDR series was purposely designed to provide 

high-intensity vertical farms with precise controls over 

the PPFD levels their plants receive at each stage of 

their development. Just 3.3 cm thin with specialized 

optics for close-proximity cultivation, SPYDR is ideal for 

margin-minded cultivators looking for an edge in quality 

and yield size, all year long.

GO-TO SOLUTION FOR GREENHOUSE AND INDOOR

Whether for greenhouses or open indoor systems, 

the energy-efficient VYPR Series has the power and 

adaptability to deliver larger, higher-quality yields 

365 days a year. With a slim form factor that won’t 

block Mother Nature’s precious rays, the VYPR series 

augments the sun’s light with high, uniform and precisely 

adjustable levels of PPFD while adding an option to be 

the sole lighting source during winter’s shorter days. 

You control the day. You control the season. 

PURPOSE-BUILT PRECISE AND POWERFUL SOLUTIONS
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LOW PROFILE, HIGH OUTPUT FOR RACKS, SHELVES AND CARTS

The RAZR series was built to deliver the world’s largest and densest vertical farms with a 

broad spectrum of light for bigger, higher-quality harvests all year long. With an average 

PPFD range of 125-375 µmol/m2/s and easy-to-install vertical stacking capabilities, the RAZR 

series is ready to take any multi-tier farming operation to the next level right out of the box. 

R RAZR



INCREASE YOUR OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILITY
 

With the right product for each stage from propagation to flowering, you can provide light that optimizes 

growth. Having greater control over the manipulation of light spectrum and intensity gives you the ability to 

grow plants with the best possible yield, flavor, taste, potency and overall quality. All with lower operating 

costs—including drastically reduced energy usage versus older technology. The ability for indoor cultivators 

to grow geographically closer to consumers in city centers translates into lower transportation costs and a 

smaller carbon footprint. Greater light uniformity and control also means you need less water, less land, less 

fertilizer, and less pesticide usage to achieve better results. 

Increased yields. Better quality. 365-day production. 

That’s how we’re helping the world grow smarter. 



www.fluence.science
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Stay in the know, review our products and share your grow:


